
 

 

Lecture 3 
The practice of disciples from the perspective of Yogacara 
 
The yoga of those striving to attain the aim of liberation in the vehicle of disciples (sharavakas) has 
three stages or bases of practice (bhumis): 
1/ The stage of appurtenance to the family (gotra種性地) of disciples  
2/ The stage of entering the practice (avatara趣入地) 
3/ The stage of the practice of renunciation (naishkramya出離地) 
 
According to the Bodhisattva bhumi (scroll 35), there are two kinds of Gotra: 
1/ Gotra by birth 本性種性。  
2/ Gotra in virtue of practice 習所成 
One belonging to the family of disciples can attain the state of an arahat, freedom from 
defilements, in three lives, if he practices intensively. In the first life he enters the practice, in the 
second it matures and in the third it brings the desired fruit, nirvana.  
Gotra has many names, such as seed(bija種子), nature(svabhava自性), or element(dhatu界), it is 
a subtle tendency of mind (adhyashaya or abhinihara,意樂), which determines one’s motivation. 
This subtle tendency of mind can be understood as the counterpart of a latent tendency of mind to 
defilements called anushaya隋眠. When a realization of the path is attained and the object of 
liberation (suchness法爾) is directly experienced, this positive subtle tendency for the practice of 
virtue becomes gross to the extend that the path of practice 道 cannot be abandoned, even if one 
temporarily becomes heedless. So, for one who has directly experienced suchness, there is no 
way back to a state of commoner (prthagjana凡夫).  
In the Theravada tradition, the positive tendency of mind working counter the tendencies to 
defilements is discussed in terms of six aspects leading the practice: renunciation(nekkhama出離), 
isolation of body and mind (paviveka離) , no greed (alobha無貪), no hate (adosa無嗔), no 
delusion (amoha無癡) and desire for liberation (nissarana出世). They can be summarized as 
seeds of merit (punya福) and wisdom (vipashyana智), without which the liberation is impossible. 
The viveka, isolation, which is the most important part of the practice of positive tendencies should 
especially be understood as the isolation from defilements. It is explained as a gradual process of 
cutting off the defilements (pahana斷) through five methods. (see The path of 
discrimination,Patisambhidamagga, Vivekakatha; tadanga彼支，vikkhambana鎮伏，samuccheda
斷而斷, patipassaddhi安息斷, nissarana出離斷)。 
In the Yogacara tradition based on Alaya, as opposed to the tradition based on the Buddha nature, 
there is a category of beings non capable of becoming a member of a family striving for a genuine 
liberation, called icchantikas. So, we have four types of gotras instead of three or one. 
Thus, no matter to which family one belongs, all yogis practicing the Buddhist path go through four 
stages of practice; 1/ the stage of gotra, 2/ the stage of entering the correct practice趣入, 3/ the 
stage of  dwelling in it安住， and 4/ the stage leading beyond the bondage of the world 世出世。 
In order to attain the stage leading beyond the bondage of the world in the vehicle of disciples, 
there are three main conditions (pradhanapratyaya勝緣): 
1/ The predominant condition being the correct understanding of the good law (saddharmadhipati
正法增上).(In Theravada 9 saddharmas) 
2/ Hearing the dharma from other person (paraghosa他音) 



 

 

3/ Attention based on the true state of things (yonishomanasikara和理作意) 
In the Theravada tradition one speaks of the four causes of becoming a stream enterer 
(sotapattyangas入流支),being serving a noble being(sapurisasamsevo親近善士),hearing the 
noble doctrine(dhammasavana聞法),attention rooted in reality如裡作意 and it’s practice on the 
base of samadhi (patipatti修行)。 
The Shravaka bhumi mentions 12 lower conditions such as atmasampad 自成就, parasampad他成
就, desire for dharma, practice of discipline of precepts and of senses, restrain in food, sleep, 
pleasure in solitude, right effort, removing obstacles, practice of Dhyana etc., corresponding to the 
nine saddhammas and patipatti in the Theravada tradition. (see Shravakabhumi 券 21) 
To succeed in his practice the disciple must have a thorough knowledge of the attention leading to 
defilements and of the attention leading to purity偏知情凈雜染作意。(compare with three kinds of 
thorough knowledge; of the objects of wisdom[nata parinna], of investigation[Tirana parinna] and of 
abandoning [pahana parinna] in The Path of Purity, Visuddhimagga, panna vagga. They represent 
the very essence of all practices in this tradition). 
The Yogacarabhumishastra （in shravakabhumi nirnaya 決擇分）explains that the attention 
leading to purity for the disciples occurs on the bases of; 
1/ understanding the own characteristics 自性 of that what constitutes a person。 
2/ understanding his conditioning (his body is characterized by the four elements etc.) 
3/ understanding the defects 過患 of all that is conditioned (impermanence, suffering of that which 
is impermanent etc.) 
It also explains that for the disciples the knowledge of impermanence and suffering is based on the 
relative truth (paratantra依他起), while for the bodhisattvas it is based on imposition of self-
existence(parikalpita遍計). The emptiness in the shravaka practice is based on the understanding 
of the emptiness of a person (pudgalanairatmya人無我), while the bodhisattva practice on the 
emptiness of all phenomena (dharmanairatmya法無我).  
Briefly speaking the liberation of the Bodhisattvas is based on understanding three levels of 
experience; imaginary, illusionary but real, and pure. It is achieved by skillful means of 
contemplating  three kinds of acceptance of dharma法忍,  leading to the ultimate realization of the 
highest reality beyond differentiation (nishprapanca無戲論). The non-arising of real characteristics 
in the illusionary相無生, natural non arising in the conditional reality defined by the illusionary自然
無生, and the non-arising of defilements in the pure reality煩惱無生. These three become three 
supermundane samadhis, emptiness, formlessness and desirelessness.(空，無相，無願). 
(see for example Bosa di nirnaya part決擇分) 
In the practice of the disciples, the entrance into the samadhi of emptiness is through the 
contemplation of selflessness, into samadhi of signlessness through the contemplation of 
impermanence and to the samadhi of desirelessness through the advanced practice of deep 
concentration. (see The Path of Purification, Visuddhimagga, panna section) 
According to the Yogacarabhumi shastra (section on wisdom from meditation修所成慧， 決擇分), 
the disciples succeed in their practice by contemplating the established four noble truths (安立四聖
諦), by the inner contemplation of suchness內觀真如, and by differentiating a limited number of  
objects. As to the bodhisattvas, they contemplate both the established and non-established truths 
and take unlimited non differentiated phenomena as objects. 



 

 

Thus, they achieve seven kinds of penetrative insights 1/regarding the syllables字（as bases of 
words, concepts giving the idea of permanence）, 2/their meaning or object 字義(impermanence), 
3/ the subject of grasping ,grahaka能取( the faculties appropriated by Alaya, ), 4/ the object of 
grasping(same as subject),5/ the truths, both established and non-established安立與非安立，6/ all 
bondage gross and subtle繫縛 (holding to signs of objects and grossness), 7/ the liberation from 
bondage 解脫(turning differentiating consciousness into wisdom, ashraya paravrtti轉依) and 7/ 
dwelling in the nature of reality法性安住(in the self-existent nature of mind心自性). 
According to the Yogacara the disciples go through the same process of realization, but their 
penetrative insight cannot be completed as long as they do not abandon a latent grasping to 
phenomena, which is impossible without understanding mind only. 
So, the practice of the disciples is also viewed from this perspective. 
The Mahayana Upayakaushalyasutra (see sutra samuccaya by Nagarjuna) states; “One who 
explains the real characteristics of phenomena, (cittamatrata) based on the texts of the disciples, 
practices the elephant vehicle. (best yana=the Buddha yana, see the Lotus sutra) 
So, as long as one has no direct experience of the object of liberation (suchness), one’s practice of 
concentration and insight is with reference to  all -inclusive objects (vyapyalambana) mentioned 
before, just linked to two objects, no less and no more. They are called: 
1/ The reflexive image with differentiation (savikalpa pratibimba有分別影像) 
2/ The reflexive image without differentiation (nirvikalpa pratibimba無分別影像) 
In other words, as long as the ultimate is hidden from one’s experience one is just enclosed in 
one’s own images just like a spider in his net or a silk worm in his cocoon. 
The particularity of the Northern tradition is, that the object of insight (image with differentiation) 
and the object of one pointed attention (image without differentiation) can be combined in practice 
from the very beginning, but it really happens when the object of liberation is directly experienced.  
After a genuine realization, the object of one pointed attention, (the mind that does not move= 
dwells in suchness), becomes the object of ultimate appeasement (shamatha), while the mind that 
moves from object to object becomes the object of ultimate insight. So, the knowledge beyond 
differentiation, the knowledge of one truth, can be penetrated. (see Asanga: 
Abhidharmasamuccaya). 
So, the ignorance in Buddhism can only be abandoned when shamatha and vipashyana are joined 
together on the base of a direct experience of the ultimate. The ignorance, the supreme cause of 
bondage and the pure, the supreme cause of freedom from suffering, can only be seen when 
shamatha and vipashyana are joined together on the ultimate reality. (DMP 243: avijja paramam 
malam, etam malam pahatvana Nirmala hotha bhikhavo, ignorance is the supreme stain to be 
abandoned). And (n’atthi jhanam apannassa, n’atthi panna ajhanassa..= no wisdom without 
dhyana and no Dhyana without wisdom [ when the ultimate is seen in the supermundane path]. In 
this Yogacara tradition the ultimate is but the own characteristic 自性 of the mind. 
So, the most important thing to be realized in meditation is the mirage like nature of the objects. 
Their continuity comes from mind itself, not from the objects. Their continuity is experienced by 
memory, not by a direct experience. The objects of the five senses have no continuity, the 
continuity is experienced through the intermediate of the mental consciousness. It is to be realized 
in meditations, that is why the objects of meditations are called reflexive images.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 


